
An Attempt at an Absolute Blank Conversation
No. I

(Proposed as an open or improvised conversation).

–

Place: University of Copenhagen (Holger Schulze’s office) and at Amager Fælled (nearby

park).

Date: Thursday the 8th of February 2024

Time: 3-5pm

–

Other context:

On the interest of what an ‘absolute blank conversation’ could be like, Holger Schulze and I

(Lukas Quist Lund) met up to explore and lightly test an (attempted) ‘improvised’

conversation. Not necessarily ‘on’ or ‘of’ the subject of an ‘absolute blank conversation’, but

rather as a curious conversation; one able to build, formulate, and share some experiences

relevant for continuing the experiment.

–

Part I
(At Holger’s office)

–

- (Lukas Quist Lund): [up even yeah yeah like um like this microphone only works

with the app which is super annoying okay because like then you have to remember to

update your app and when you're then in a place without the internet ]

(Holger Schulze): [the quality of this app is not necessarily much much better than any other ]

- [it's the exact same thing] it's only the control of software.

[okay and] yet another proprietary wall [um yeah i was also in doubt following what you just

said] if we should stay here and start with it or if we should start going out but maybe the one

could lead to the other.

- [yes if we want to i think i don't know why but i think there's something special about

not always doing a conversation when you sit down um like this situation is super
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ideal for us deal for a lot of kinds of conversations totally but it's also just super

interesting] what happens to the conversation when you actually leave the chair and

the table [and and you stop talking because it's much more fun to just look at the trees

or whatever]

[ but if you agree I would be open to simply we start here and we maybe might even gesture

or talk about what we want to do next ]

- [I think that's a good idea and I think it's also makes sense to perhaps talk about it now

and find out a few things that we think will happen you know we're going to have a

lot of fun and we're going to have a lot of fun and I think it's also makes sense to

perhaps talk about it now and point out a few things that we think will happen or not

happen or why it makes sense to sit here for a minute and then actually kind of

evaluate what actually happens because I think as also within the concept of the

conversation] if we try to improvise the conversation for listening it's quite easy to

just becomes this meta conversation about what does that even mean [ I'm not sure]

[I do not want to make this the only thing but it might mean I'm not sure I do not want to

make this the only thing but it might assumption because meta discussions are interesting but

not always if it's only meta discussions it gets I feel pretty boring it's my so I feel it yeah]

there must be something on which it can be made.

- [maybe a note to that because what we talked about was this absolute blank

conversation which is for me first the concept perhaps the meter thing but] it is really

the sensation of it that is quite interesting [but like exactly like] what if we just don't

say a word for like 10 minutes and just really sit in that silence together.

[and feel that I would love to start with that and let's say yeah start maybe] that could be

guiding ritual maybe for other blank conversations starting with not saying anything until

someone feels like saying something [ But not necessarily on the topic. but can be

anything and also if we want to go there I will need a jacket and you will need a

jacket we will maybe this is part of the conversation to me yes these things I see

wants to drink something, that's also part of it. ] So, I would not exclude most

activities we would do without recording.
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- [Is this something that you would like to exclude in the beginning?]

[ Yeah, maybe. But that's trivial. ] Maybe leaving the conversation without agreeing

that we end the conversation could be one rule. That can be physical, but also

mental.

- [Yeah, yeah, yeah. We wouldn't do that unless we agreed to it. Yeah, that's

also kind of like a gesture of the frame or the scene, a marker of what is

and what is not. ]

[Exactly. Exactly. ] Anything else? [Yeah. ] And 5pm would be the latest of time?

[Yeah. I've also agreed to meet colleagues there and so on. ]

- [Maybe you can also agree, like] maybe 4 .45pm as the latest? [ Yeah. Also

just to have... Wonderful. ] Just a little space to transit in.

[yeah ] I'm even happy to take time. [

]

- [ yeah and maybe i can then] also ask in which degree would you mind or

have a comment to me taking notes? [That's something I usually do, but it's

not something that I have to do.]

[I'm fine with that. I might also take notes, because sometimes I feel also, oh, that's

a great idea. ]

- [I think for me it's also just a way to, of course I'm disting myself a part of

the conversations, but it's also a way for me to, if I have thoughts of feeling,

] I can then write them down, then return to the present. [ presentness in some

way. I use it for that reason the most.]
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I use it also every day, but [there are so many situations when I'm with colleagues

but I'll find that I don't have an idea. And then later bring it up. So I feel that's

okay. That could be okay.]

- Then maybe another time we could have a non -note conversation.

[Exactly. And if there are other people who would also love to do a blank

conversation, which I feel would be a good, good... name, you could try work on

with these rules or alter them right now. ]

- [Yeah, one of the notes that I actually did before this was we're having a

theme of slow listing coming up with art hub, and] for some reason I connect

slowness to these moments or pauses that appear blank, [because they only

appear like that, and then then a lot of it and for me. That's the same Gesture

of slowness or the same concept or whatever and so I was thinking about

Transferring that like] what is the blank conversation? What is a slow

conversation? Well, how do they meet together? What is slow blankness? [

Yeah, yeah, so it was something coming up Um Well, this is concrete but ] the

last week of February.

[Okay. I'm here.]

- [Yeah. So maybe, well, after this conversation, we can coordinate by email. ]

[Exactly. We can do that. Yeah. ]

- Okay. Should we do a moment here and now…

One hour and 35 minutes do we have, as maximum time.We don’t need to exhaust it as you

said. But that is the maximum. Okay? Let’s start now.

[Sits in silence…]
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[On the recording you can mostly hear the breathing. However the window of the office was

open, and many different sounds entered in the room.]

[silence lasted 1 minute and 30 seconds.]

[Okay I grew up close to railroad tracks in a German city and the sound that we heard

at the beginning of the track or ] some tracks bumping bumping over some road

things, like pa -dang, pa -dang, pa -dang. That reminds me briefly. [I need to get put of

my mind. ]

- Do you think that whatever we hear of sounds, we somehow reference them

back to childhood or something like that?

Not necessarily. In this case I did. In other situations there are other references. [

Musical, contextual, movies. Or other tasks we have to do sometimes. We still need to

buy this thing. ]

- [But maybe we think that even when we have other references references we

also kind of make ups Childish childhood memories that like we have this

extra perhaps magical Fancy thing of it because I feel like I often do. Yeah,

like I have other references, but I also feel I Remembered for some whales

Even that I'm not sure I do.]

That's the point, that a lot of childhood memories, when people claim, I know from

my childhood, that these are also constructions we do, of course. We actively

reinforce, and then they become important. [And I may be important for a few years,

and then we forget them again. ] And suddenly different things become important. [ I

find this also interesting, how this idea of yourself, who you wear the kit, that's

changed us also, until we were a president. as a person, with listening to them, the

same. ]

- [And I kind of remember like the exact numbers, but the idea of what we

remember is like one thing is like the input, but 90 % of that we forget, like

our mind just don't want to remember. So we only have like 10 % axis, but
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then 90 % of that, I'm not sure if that's the right number, but again, 90 % of

that is then constructs. Like we reinterpret it, we rephrase it. And then again,

there's some divides, but at the end, the idea is that only 1 % of what you

think is memories has anything to do with memory. (laughs) And that, I just

think is, again, I cannot remember the exact numbers, but this whole idea of

like, ] I shouldn't really trust any memory, or even my idea of memories [ is

done. just I feel fascinating and ] a lot of fun because it's very generative [ to

then what ]

[I've then have to think of it let's also for me at least lamentation,] witness, eye

-witness, autobiography, fiction, invention, theory, made up, of course there is a line

between them, but it's blurry. Most of the time it's blurry, even if we have very vivid

memories of certain things, we transform them all along our lives by telling them to

others. [And some stories you've told people surely, like I do also, ten dozens of

times, because I saw them. important. And others you never spoke about, but

suddenly a person inspires you to think of that and interpret it, and you know, so

that's also a thing. I never thought for a longer time about these regular tracks. This

is why I felt also that's a need to address this because it's not a routine cliche I

speak about, one of my repertoire, what you speak about. ]

- [- Yeah. But I really find it interesting that you have this line of

documentation, inventing, made -up, witnessing, like that is to do with keeping,

creating, having, but then the thing again that 90 % of it is like] letting go,

forgetting, missing, [ and all these like things that we tend not to speak that

much about.] We have this tendency to focus on what we have compared to

what we do not have [ do. have and then I don't care at least in some way]

It is important to forget. [ I know that I'm a person who forgets very quickly some

important things stay but a lot I forgot I forget all the time and] frankly I can enjoy

this now because it's pleasure that you don't have certain things on your mind mind

and knowing that other people have a hard time of forgetting certain things makes it

even more joyful that something simply vanished somewhere [ in the East and that's

good, it's not a bad thing, it's a thing I think ] that gives free headspace for urgent

current things.
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- [I very much agree and especially the last part with] what you then make

space for [ because it's not so much at least for me what I'm forgetting

because sometimes I also forget things I wish I remembered at least my

girlfriend wished I did remember but I feel that ] when I'm not stressing about

remembering or forgetting that becomes this extra space this third space of

being able to be present and in some degree that I'm not if I'm constantly

worrying about what do I remember what we're not remember and what is

important What is not and always Analyzing my way through what should I

keep from this moment rather than just [ this is what it is and then two

minutes is probably gone.]

[I reminds me of] how accurate sometimes an involuntarily memory is, especially [in my

case at least, regarding references, pages where a certain term appeared or pieces or

birth dates of a person of cultural interest or any detail where sometimes where

sometimes a person of cultural interest or] any detail where sometimes a person of

say, "Oh, that was, yeah, it's 1776." I didn't know that I remembered that so

precisely. [But that's also, let's say, a professional brain aspect.] I would say that's

embodied knowledge. [The same as musicians remember certain sequences and other]

things that are simply so deep in your body that you can apparently have forgotten

it, but it's still there if it's needed [and just snap You know the year or snap, you

know, it was that paper. It was that chapter That's really I thought the play games

with me is where I just go out on a limb But I just say something I feel is is is

correct and surprisingly more than 50 % it's correct] So the intuition is not intuition.

It's just embodied knowledge.

- [ Yeah, yeah. I have this, one of the few things I always remember is when

anyone says the word intuition, I have this professor, one who's had that and

sees, well, intuition exists, but as you say it is embodied knowledge, so you

would say it is also just your, you know, is the English word?] (speaking in

foreign language)

Yeah, [ forward tile, ] prejudice?
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- [- Yeah, exact, prejudice, yeah. Which is not bad or worse, it's kind of like

neutral, but it's what it is also, it's just your, yeah. But for me, that has like

this negative ring to it. So I was like, ] (gasps) [ intuition.]

[I also was surprised that I just, used the word, because it's not a word that I use,

that I use deliberately in writing and in my theoretical concepts, because I also feel

pretty problematic. At least within this intellectual academic concept. ] It's not an easy

concept, [ but I would say it exists simply. If you make it more complex than just

you're genius, and you simply have a intuition. No, it's far more complex than just

saying someone is a genius in this aspect. No, as I say, there's intuition, prejudice,

inclination, also experience. ] I think a lot of aspects in intuition is also experience.

[You did certain things tens of thousands of times. So you have an intuition like I

was teaching this morning for hours. hours and this is my one hundred tenth course

in my life I told so you have at some point an intuition how the dynamics run and

what people want to do one not do But the attention is and you can call this

intuition Did things when you did things so many times you have an experience.]

- Experience becomes intuition.

[tuition with cooking with playing music with I don't know with finding your way in

a foreign city] or having a conversation [and all other things.]

- [ yeah but in some way] I feel that works against for example the concept or

practice of listening [ um that like my experience or happened happens of a is

not exactly what I want to follow.] I don't want this habitual way of listening

[because of course it's there but I'm also interesting in where I come short

and ] I need new experiences [ and if I don't have that ingredients to it then it's

not because that it's just not exactly where my my interest lies conceptual

conceptually or philosophically, because ] I need that unsureness, this crack, this

challenge of my intuition, rather than the intuition itself. I want to use my

intuition but then experience how the world disagrees with me, or it makes me

surprised, or...
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I'm thinking if that is the difference also between actual improvisation, where you

challenge yourself and… and let's say also limited degree of simply repeating stuff

that you totally love or can do very well. [ And on the other hand, kind of, yeah, ]

regurgitating things that are embodied, that you do very well, all these desires and

obsessions you have in your body and simply dragging them out. [ But I feel that's

not yet improvisation. That is funny. ] maybe funny, but it's not of interest for others,

very often, because it's just regurgitating things [ that are simply our stick. But

improvisation exactly confronts us also with limitations that are hard to do and that

are tricky to perform.]

- [ Maybe one question then it's become... ] from a limited position: How do you

then judge or become aware of the limitedness? [ Like in this case of

improvisation, or if we aim at doing improvised conversation, are we then even

capable of it when we are within the conversation? Like,] I don't know. How

do we judge that? [ How do we separate what we are doing? [doing with true,

whatever that means, but for true improvisation? ] And maybe we can't.

Maybe we can't, but I feel if one has a certain degree of critical perspective on

oneself, [ it knows where one can produce interesting things for others. and ] where

one simply repeats stuff that is not of interest to others. [ You craft your own practice

even in the improvisation and I think in a lot of practices we do this anyhow in

conversations, in teaching I do that in other contexts. In a lot of conversations we

just have to do it and I just have to do it. moment, ] okay. I could now throw this

into the conversation. But now I know it would lead us more there. Do I want to go

there? Or is this more interesting maybe to challenge the situation with doing this? [

And one thing I think I did less when I was 30 years longer and definitely more

today is of course together to gather, leave a spatial situation, okay? We're not here,

we're at that point, but maybe let's get up and go there and] change the conversation

[also through that, because there's maybe something else happening, and] that will

affect us again.

- [Yeah. That's probably the good wisdom of experience. And then at the same

time, that critical perspective of one. oneself, I would say] gives me directions

for what I know would not work, [ but it will never enable me to judge
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beforehand at what actually works. I can then only, I guess, with certain

ground -test things that I might think would work, hindering me from repeating

things that doesn't. doesn't ]

Yeah which begs the obvious question; should we go for a walk?

- [ I think we should yeah and maybe in that transition ] I would just ask

because we agreed about how to leave conversation [ on out because all my

girlfriend just tried to call me] I know she's sick you mind if I just wrote her

a check -in?

[ do your thing ] please communicate with her. I will put on my jacket and everything.

Take your time.

- All right. Thanks. Including that as part of the conversation.

yeah. Indeed.

–

Part II
(Lost due to equipment failure - 30-45 minutes of conversation while walking at Amager

Fælled, corresponding to approximately 15 pages (here inserted as blank.)

–
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Short rememberings about what we talked in the lost tape:

Holger:

[[[I remember that we were talking about how listening leads to remembering as well as to a

deeper interlocking of the senses. Isn't our response to sounds or listening situations often

based on some rather idiosyncratic personal experience? We also touched upon the sense of

next steps or what may come in the future. I mentioned the work of phenomenologist and

psychiatrist Eugene T. Gendlin and his concept of "felt sense": a concept to describe how

meaning, a next utterance, a next statement, actually emerges from one's momentary bodily

experience (especially in this article: Gendlin, E.T. (1992). The Broader Role of Bodily Sense

in Thought and Language. In M. Sheets-Johnstone (ed.), Giving the body its due, pp.

192-207. Albany: State University of New York Press). We also noted how common or

uncommon the practice of daily walking might be for a person, and we even talked about the

surprisingly cold weather that day.]]]

Lukas:

When remembering back, the words easily come to stand in the background of the gravel, the

colors of the tree, and the sensation of the cold but light wind. We talked about these things, I

think, but in what way? I remember us talking about sensing; sensing as more than the five

western hierarchized senses. How we might have internal senses helping us with among

others balance, blood pressure, etc. We talked from a rather personal perspective, drawing on

our different, and yet perhaps alike, experiences. I try so hard to remember what we talked

about, but the more I try, the more it disappears, or becomes an imagination of mine, which I

doubt corresponds to what happened. Did we also talk about this when walking? It is fitting

how we at the office talked about the ability to forget and then lost the recording. Both things

seem to have enhanced my ability to forget…

–

Part III
(Walk back from Amager Fælled)

–

- [And is that fine?]
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[That's fine. It's very fine for me.] Can you hold it for a maximum of maybe 19 minutes or

something like that?

- [Yeah, that's fine. But that makes me think of something also interesting. I've never

had any good capabilities with technical use.] But I've also always loved how they

add on, like this disruption or this loss of the conversation or however you want to

frame it. [For me, that's not entirely like an end of something. It's] much more a

beginning or a layering [of something. I really hope that we did actually record the

conversation. I actually think we did, but ]

[we'll see.]

- [Yeah, but another conversation I had very recently was lost because] it was too cold

[and we didn't know the equipment just went out. But then we spent some time after

we recorded the conversation,] we had a lot of time to think of that and what that

meant and how that changed our perhaps now caring for or reminding of the

conversation. And that was really giving.

[I believe that, yeah. Yeah, I feel also,] though every author fears when there's a text lost, [he

writes on or they write on, sometimes if it's not too much, I feel, okay,] it helps you to forget

all the minuscule details. [It helps you to think about the details,] the important work you did

and think about the real important things. [ Okay, what was really important about the things I

wrote was that.] And often it becomes a better text. [Yeah, sometimes, yeah, it helps to write

even a text in you from the memory you just had, because then] you focus more on the

crucial things. [So again, it's the topic of forgetting, ] losing something, forgetting something

can refocus. [Yeah. And can, I don't know, I don't know. It can help you to, yeah,] to center

on the things that are actually important in the moment. [This is also why I feel prioritizing

tasks, of course, can happen, you'd have to do it through a day, can happen, of course,

through written or structuralized tools or something, but also through, let's say, the priority

you give to things. And sometimes the priority you want to give to things is that, you know,

it's not always the same. It's not the priority that the outside world wants from you. ] And to

forget some things is also here, not always nice, maybe even painful, maybe even

professionally damaging in some cases. But it can help you to understand, oh, actually, this is

not what I want to do. Maybe I need to say something here. Maybe I need to leave this
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activity or make sure that it turns into something else or something. So again, the practice of

forgetting, that is definitely a topic.

- [What's the small connotation of if you have something, like if you have the text,] if

you have your memories and what kind of ownership is that rather than when you are

with it and when you are in the process of things becoming and things disappearing.

[But this perhaps more flexible. Flexible, organic notion of] what is in existence

rather than [and you have something that we can objectify and fixate in some way.]

It's leaving the objectification, the reification of the things that can be in your body and that

can be embodied.

- [Yeah, definitely. And it reminds me a little bit again of something I cannot remember

the whole story of. But this idea within. In ancient Greek, where] if you want a

successful death, you should not leave in heritage. Because that means you haven't

spent it during your life. You haven't given it to someone. So when you die, you

should have already given all your things away. You should have spent it. [You should

have used it. You shouldn't die. And then having like a big stock market of shares and

food.]

[So what's this idea then be to exhaust in a sense yourself?]

- [ Yeah, either that or to give away before. Like you own your own death. You know,

I'm an old man. I'm no use anymore. I will give to somebody else and live on their

mercy or something like that.]

[ Yeah, I get that. I like that also.]

- [ Yeah, me too. And even like I'm still young, but I have this practice of writing

suicide notes. Oh, yeah, yeah. Possible suicide notes, of course. Sure. But it is like a

practice of trying to. Yeah.] Make myself come at terms with what is of meaning, of

value, what to give, [what to let other people know that I cared for always to put

attention on when I'm not there anymore to do it. How can I leave something that for

me matters and hopefully also for others? Spickle it into that. Yeah.]
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[Well, in my case,] obviously, I'm 25 to 30 years older than you, [but also for decades, I have

always thought about] what it means, what time you have realistically left and what you want

to do and what you do with that and how you want to go out of your life, how a celebration

after your death should be [ and how, yeah, what you want to do,] what could be the last post

on the various social media accounts you want to have, [ these things you think about. And I

feel that's meaningful because the same as this Greek example. You mentioned] it's a realistic

perspective on further events. It doesn't claim, yeah, I live for all eternity. It never ends,

which is obviously and necessarily complete and utter bullshit. At least right now. [We don't

know what happens in a few centuries or a few decades. I don't know. And I feel always to be

realistic there helps us to also see clearly, like in my case, I'm now 53. I know that a realistic

life. My life expectancy now is 20 to 40 years, depending on how well I'm behaving and fit I

am and life is. Let's say accidents and other major illnesses excluded. That's one part. But I

feel also it has to do, in my case, I often think that] how to speak about our capabilities in life.

And what is a normal person? What is a normal person's capability? And I have to stop you

because I think we're walking more east now. So we have to turn right at some point. And

maybe the next right. [ Because I feel I think very often] the idea of a normal person is

actually the least normal person, [because it's often you think of a normal human being, a

person who is adult, who is not a kid anymore, who has a job, who has a house, maybe a

family, maybe not. He has a sufficient amount of funds and money and is capable of virtually

doing a lot, thinking a lot, speaking a lot, being active. However, if you look on a person's life

cycle, I would claim] the first 10 years you're a kid. Then you have 10 to 20 years more

where you learn and try to gear up everything what you can in knowledge, in practice and

everything you try out in reading, in conversations, in social life, in sexuality and everything.

[ And then you have more, let's say 20 to 30 to 40 years where this is possible. And already

physiologically, they say from the age of 45, you degenerate. And so it's even less. It's maybe

15 to 20 years where you can say, OK, then I'm at the apex of my capability. And then slowly

it degenerates because you can you can decelerate that, you can move against that. You can

do a lot of that. But usually people in the 70s, 80s, 90s are not as fit as in their 30s or 40s, to

say the least, and they're not as capable. So what I want to say is we speak of 70, 80, 100

years of your life, but no, the normal human being for which everything is created and

catered to is maybe 20 to 15, 20 to 20 25, maybe only 15 years. And that I feel sometimes it's

good to remember.]
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- [But I think it's so interesting because what I immediately want to ask is] the fitness of

what, the degeneration of what? [ And again, we have this medical curve of life. But

my question would perhaps be like, when on this curve do you have the best ability to

have a conversation?] Or when in life do you have the best ability to have a

conversation? Do you have the most caring, loving abilities or the greatest ability to

listen? [And maybe they're the same, but maybe I would think they're not. And also,

again, in terms of what philosophy or tools of measure you're using, what is it that

degrades of the subject, of the self, of the body,] but what also just transforms? [ It

comes from what comes into new beings. Maybe, of course, you have a point of

gravity that we can measure now, but maybe just alters into new points of gravity that

have new cycles. I don't know, because I'm in a part of one point of gravity where,

yes, I'm 26 and I feel like I'm growing and learning. But yeah.]

[Yeah, that's a good question. One could maybe open it up. Yeah. You know, there are some

selective skills, activities, practices, you get at least for a certain amount of time constantly

better unless you can't, or until you can't. And then there are other activities, practices, skills,

where it's more limited. Yeah. Where it's more limited what you can do. But yeah. Yeah. I

feel as long as you can feel and you can try to expand your capabilities, not in all directions,

but in some directions, that's for me a life goal at least, to say, okay, I couldn't do this maybe

then, but I can do it now. I couldn't do it maybe the last 10 years, but I can do it now. We can

move ahead and can do different things.]

- Maybe there's a note of orientation. I think we didn't really walk right. Like we

walked further away. I'm not sure anymore. [I think that is the concept.]

[That's at the Artillerivej here?]

- [Yeah, exactly. ]

[And we want to go very closer to the university. I feel that direction.] But let me look into

the all-knowing eye, where we are now. [Oh, yeah, you're right. But then we should go there

because that's now the direction. Yes, right across. Then we walked there and okay.] I will

check in a second if we're actually doing that.
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- [Yeah, but I think there's a sign saying it's really by north. Yeah, yeah. So that goes

along.]

[This direction is good. Yeah, it looks good.] The dot representing my tool is moving in the

right direction.

- [And also that the World Big Tick Company knows exactly where you are. ]

[That's important for them and for me, yes.]

- Have you recently had a good conversation situation?

[Yeah, last weekend. It was in Berlin and it is the weekend of the so-called CTM festival in

Berlin. Yeah. So a lot of media art. And other art exhibitions were happening. And I met with

several colleagues and friends and various contacts. And yeah, there were some conversations

around that were happening.] And especially these situations when you really get to know

each other. That's, of course, a moment when you can reorient yourself. [You are interested in

how this.] This other person you've never met before, how they live and what they're

interested in. And you realize the routines that might have worked for these other persons are

not working here. So you need to reorient. [I feel that is always a great moment, of course, in

conversations when you suddenly realize, oh,] this person asks me or asks from me or

inspires me to speak about topics I haven't.

- [Oh, interesting. Maybe to elaborate on that, like] if the reorientation part is an

important criteria for a good conversation. In what way would blankness either offer

or not offer reorientation? [Of course, it's also depending on who and what and

relationship with the blankness. But I think my fear is that in what way do, if I'm

presented to blankness, in what way do I then change my perspective? I just protect

what I want to be there.] And in what way does the blankness reflect back on me and

challenge me and perhaps disrupt me and force me to reorientate? [Because I feel that

that's my experience, that it does. ] But I'm not sure with others. [And I worry that, oh,

maybe I'm the only one and it's a bad strategy.] I don't know.
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I feel the moments of silence are important, which you demanded also a few minutes ago

here, which is great. Good, I feel, because then you react to the environment and you let

things happen more than running on the tracks of your thoughts and words.

- [Yeah, because maybe an important note is ] how both the blankness, but all the

silence is not really real, but more a framing of a situation.

[ Exactly.]

- Because when we were silenced, the only thing we did different was not speak out.

All the sounds and all the happenings, other than speaking, were still taking place.

[Exactly.]

- [And perhaps the same with the blankness.] That something is missing, but all the

other is still, and perhaps to a large degree, being activated.

[Actually, though I didn't expect this to happen, but we can of course continue.] My body, my

sense now is maybe our conversation ends when we come to the street. Yeah. I don't know.

OK, maybe that's an arc we have here. We could go on. But I feel, you know, in my sense, I

feel OK. [Yeah. We did a lot, and I feel we came from several points, and] how do you think

about that?

- [I think that's fair. Yeah? Yeah] And if nothing else, I'm also just interested in seeing

what happens. [Yeah, exactly. Because that's something that came now and was not

what we planned, as you said.] So I'm curious about that. [Yeah. I think ] it's funny

how I'm usually the one on the bike. [You know, when I'm walking and everybody's

biking around me, it's kind of like an uneasy thing. It's not because it's stressful, but] I

feel I'm super slow moving through the world because other people are so fast. [But at

the same time, things are still going too quickly for me because they are running and

biking. Yeah.]

[There's a lot of activity here. It's like a rush hour. So] I was for the longer part of my life a

walker. [I walked a lot. I drive also sometimes. But not as much as other people in the car.
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And only for a year now, in August 23 last year, no, 22 the year before, I decided, because I

moved within Copenhagen, now a bike makes sense because it's a longer distance to

university. That makes sense. And since then, I bike more than ever in my life. Before.

Because it's joyful also to cycle here. It's a cycling-ready city, of course. Everyone knows

that. It does that. And that changes.] So I noticed that my body and my existence transforms

more into the cycling thing, biking thing. But for a longer time, I always preferred walking to

taking the bus or the bike [or to anything else. It's a more…] Sounds weird. It's a practice of

transport that allows me more freedom to think and freedom to wander around in the world,

[in the practice. ]

- [And also, like, this is a banal thing,] but this is what our bodies are designed to do by

evolution.

Maybe.

- [Maybe. Yeah. ] Or maybe running is the most ideal exercise, [ but this up straight

balancing with our legs moving forward, that is] what our bodies do really, really

well.

[ Exactly. Yeah. Yeah.] So we're coming to the street in a second. Or right here is the street

already. We could also end here. [ Yeah. ] And thank you,[ Mr. May,] for this great blank

conversation.

- Absolutely. Thank you. I'll just stop it. Bye.
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After-note (by Lukas):

I am surprised about this conversation's specific relationship between the distance walked,

and the words spoken. It feels, in the way I remember it, that we walked much further, and

said much more. Now listening to the recordings, and going through the transcription, it

seems as if very few words took quite a lot of steps to speak - and that we in general, and

relatively, went for a rather short walk, roughly one hour; a walk, that on my behalf felt as

longer, perhaps due to some kind of expanded sensing, responding and thinking.
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